Welcome to the Compass Directions Spotlight! This bi-weekly update will provide you with frequent updates about the project. If you have a question about Project Compass, send a message to compass@emory.edu and your question may appear in the Spotlight!

Did you know?

- Anyone who currently uses FAS or CODA or data from these systems will be impacted by the new PeopleSoft Financials system.
- The new system will enable Emory to track and report consolidated financial information throughout all of Emory.
- The project includes over 60 team members from Emory Healthcare and University.

To find out more information about these and other project related facts, please take a few minutes to review the Project Compass Self-Paced Overview. The Self-Paced Overview is available on the Project Compass website (www.compass.emory.edu) and provides you with helpful information and facts about the project. To access the guide, from the Project Compass website, click on the “Self-Paced Guide” icon under What’s New.

Have a productive week!

The Project Compass Team

_Thought for the week:_ It’s not the situation, but whether we react (negative) or respond (positive) to the situation that's important. -- Zig Ziglar